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AbstrAct
NDN is one instance of ICN, which is a clean-

slate approach that promises to reduce ineffi-
ciencies in the current Internet. NDN provides 
intelligent data retrieval using the principles of 
name-based symmetrical forwarding of Interest/
Data packets and in-network caching. The con-
tinually increasing demand for the rapid dissem-
ination of large-scale scientific data is driving 
the use of NDN in big science experiments. In 
this article, we establish the first intercontinen-
tal NDN testbed to offer complete insight into 
NDN construction for big science. In the testbed, 
an NDN-based application that targets climate 
science as an example big-science application is 
designed and implemented with differentiated 
features compared to previous works on NDN-
based application design for big science. We first 
attempt to systematically address detailed analysis 
of why or how NDN benefits fit in big science 
and issues that must be resolved to improve each 
advantage, mostly based on lessons learned from 
establishing the NDN testbed for climate science. 
We extensively justify the needs of using NDN for 
large-scale scientific data in the intercontinental 
network, through experimental performance com-
parisons between classical deliveries and NDN-
based climate data delivery, and detailed analysis 
of why or how NDN benefits fit in big science.

IntroductIon
The current Internet follows a host-centric net-
working paradigm and requires source/destina-
tion identifiers (e.g., IP addresses) for end-to-end 
sessions. As a result, the current Internet is unable 
to keep pace with rapidly growing user demands 
in Quality of Service (QoS), mobility, multicasting, 
and security [1]. To resolve these architectural 
problems in a clean-slate manner, a new network 
paradigm, Information-Centric Networking (ICN), 
has been proposed. ICN focuses on data itself, 
not its location. Named Data Networking (NDN) 
is a promising design of ICN for realizing future 
Internet architecture [2].

NDN uses globally unique and hierarchical 
names for data fetching. NDN changes the com-
munication paradigm from the data location to 
the name of the data. To retrieve data, an Interest 
packet with a consumer’s desired data name is 
delivered to NDN networks using name-based 
forwarding. The targeted Data packet from the 
NDN networks is returned to the consumer in the 
opposite direction along the same path used by 

the Interest packet and is cached in intermediate 
NDN routers [2]. The NDN platform has been 
implemented by NDN research communities in 
order to explore various applications based on 
the NDN architecture [2].

As data volumes and complexity rapidly 
increase, big science needs to investigate new 
techniques for intelligent storage and data dis-
tribution over networks. Recently, NDN and 
big science communities have inspired innova-
tive changes in distribution and management for 
big-science experimental data [3–11].

For instance, the previous works of [3–4] on 
NDN-based application design for big science 
have been addressed in order to enable NDN-
based climate science data searching/fetching. 
With regard to NDN-based applications, the 
authors addressed a name translator for climate 
science and the federating of distributed cata-
log systems that store and manage NDN names 
in order to increase the speed of discovery of 
desired data. The work of [5] by the co-authors 
of this article designed an NDN-based climate 
science application with a differentiated fea-
ture of providing metadata information for cli-
mate data files, while the work of [6] attempted 
a preliminary study on an overlay-based NDN 
testbed implementation using the NDN appli-
cation. The work of [7] presented a preliminary 
study addressing opportunities and challenges to 
enable NDN-based intelligent data retrieval in net-
works for High Energy Physics (HEP). A substan-
tial reduction in the average request delay could 
be achieved through the use of caching in NDN 
with Virtual Interest Packet (VIP) forwarding. The 
work of [8] showed the dependence of cache 
size on traffic volume and traffic patterns, and 
even a 1-GB cache at the edge could significantly 
improve data distribution. The forwarding strat-
egy in the work guaranteed the nearest Interest 
forwarding path from a consumer to a producer.

However, none of these studies represent a 
comprehensive and thorough work on NDN con-
struction for big science (i.e., to present fully an 
application design, NDN testbed implementation, 
various experiments, and detailed analysis to jus-
tify the needs of using NDN for big science alto-
gether).

To provide overall insight into NDN for big 
science, we attempt to establish the first over-
lay-based intercontinental NDN testbed for cli-
mate science. The testbed is established using the 
NDN platform and NDN-based application for 
climate science, with differentiated features of 
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providing NDN-based metadata information for 
climate data files and an exceptional name con-
version rule for erroneous climate data files, com-
pared to previous works of [3–4] on NDN-based 
application design for big science.

In establishing the overlay-based intercontinen-
tal NDN testbed, we first prove that NDN over 
TCP rather than UDP has better throughput per-
formance owing to an existing problem in UDP 
for large-scale scientific data. Compared to the 
related NDN works of [3–11] on big science, an 
NDN congestion control scheme is first adopted 
into the testbed for parallel fetching experiments 
of climate science data.

We consider one scenario in big science to 
reflect NDN-based searching/fetching of large-
scale climate data produced and collected from 
globally distributed experiments. Through first 
experimental performance comparisons of NDN-
based delivery and classical delivery techniques 
for climate science, we confirm performance 
improvement (especially for throughput) owing to 
in-network caching and name-based symmetrical 
forwarding in NDN, which representatively justi-
fies the need of using NDN for large-scale scientif-
ic data in an intercontinental network. The effect 
of pipeline size and packet size on throughput is 
explored in the overlay-based NDN network for 
climate science.

In another effort to justify the needs of using 
NDN for big science, we first present detail analy-
sis of why or how NDN benefits fit in big science 
and issues that must be resolved to improve each 
advantage, mostly inspired by our experience and 
research. We prove that the number of files at the 
producer and cache replacement policy are new 
factors that affect the cache size. We first explore 
how the caching performance in NDN for climate 
data scales with the number of consumers and 
requested data files.

The remainder of this article is organized as 
follows. First, related works on NDN construction 
for big science are presented. Next, we describe 
NDN architecture and a common NDN platform 
that implements it in order to provide basic infor-
mation on NDN. Third, we present the NDN test-
bed for a big science application and describe 
our experiments in detail. Fourth, detail analysis 
of why or how NDN benefits fit in big science 
and issues that must be resolved to improve each 
advantage are systematically addressed. These are 
mostly inspired by lessons learned from establish-
ing the NDN testbed for climate science. Last, we 
provide conclusions.

relAted Works
Previous works of [3–4] on NDN-based climate 
science application design have been addressed. 
While they do not cover the feature of provid-
ing NDN-based metadata information for climate 
data files, they have the strength of federating 
distributed catalog systems that store and manage 
NDN names in order to increase the speed of dis-
covery of desired data in multiple domains.

The work of [5] by the co-authors of this article 
presented a differentiated NDN-based application 
for providing metadata information for climate 
data files, while the work of [6] attempted a pre-
liminary study on an overlay-based NDN testbed 
implementation and a partial experiment. Howev-

er, they need to explore various experiments and 
a detailed analysis of why or how NDN fits in big 
science in order to justify the needs of using NDN 
for big science.

Through a discussion of similarities and differ-
ences of NDN in climate science and High Ener-
gy Physics (HEP), the authors in [7] addressed a 
preliminary work for designing an NDN-based 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) network in the U.S. 
This work showed that NDN with VIP forward-
ing and caching at both the core and tier-2 edge 
nodes can contribute to achieving a 71 percent 
reduction in the average delay per chunk com-
pared to a no-caching case in the simulated LHC 
network. A substantial reduction in the average 
request delay could also be achieved through 
the use of caching in NDN, compared to NDN 
with VIP and no caching. The design of a practical 
NDN testbed and an NDN-based HEP applica-
tion in a current LHC network, and experimental 
performance comparisons with classical delivery 
techniques, are still required to fully explore NDN 
construction for HEP.

In [8], a case study that focused on caching 
and aggregation effects in NDN and a forwarding 
strategy for improving large-scale climate data 
distribution in many replica data producers was 
addressed. This showed the dependence of the 
cache size on traffic volume and traffic patterns. 
Even a 1 GB cache at the edge can significantly 
improve data distribution. The forwarding strat-
egy guaranteed the nearest Interest forwarding 
path from a consumer to a producer so that it 
distributes the load on a single producer and 
reduces the latency of fetching a climate data file. 
The authors still need to prove why or how other 
NDN features such as named-data driven, security 
for data itself, mobility, and no perceptible trans-
port fit in climate science.

The work of [9] presented a design of the 
deadline-based intelligent data transfer proto-
col for NDN, which creates a reserved path 
and bandwidth up to a cache. The authors still 
need to evaluate its performance through exper-
iments. The authors analytically investigated the 
possible bandwidth savings in HEP using NDN 
request aggregation. If 50 percent of the dupli-
cate requests were aggregated, the bandwidth 
reduction came down to 79 percent.

The work of [10] developed an NDN consumer 
and producer following the CERN Virtual Machine 
File System (CVMFS) in order to serve HEP data 
based on NDN. This is a distributed file system by 
the HEP community that provides content address-
able names that are useful for NDN. Architectures 
for the consumer and producer need to be pre-
sented, together with experiments using them.

Finally, the SDN-Assisted NDN for Data Inten-
sive Experiments (SANDIE) project has aimed to 
develop an NDN-based scientific data distribu-
tion architecture for data-intensive science such 
as HEP since 2017 [11]. This provides optimiza-
tion of NDN features such as caching, forwarding, 

As data volumes and complexity rapidly increase, big science needs to investigate new techniques for 
intelligent storage and data distribution over networks. Recently, NDN and big science communities 

have inspired innovative changes in distribution and management for big-science experimental data.
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and congestion control. The project also plans 
to implement an HEP data naming scheme and 
improve the NDN system scalability. It requires 
more progress to show actual results.

As a common weak point in these related 
works, they do not address a comprehensive 
and thorough work on NDN construction for 
big science. To cover overall insight into NDN 
construction for big science, we fully address an 
NDN-based climate science application with dif-
ferentiated features compared to previous works 
[3–4], the first intercontinental NDN testbed 
implementation, and various experiments to jus-
tify the needs of using NDN for climate science 
altogether. In another effort to justify the needs 
of using NDN for big science, we systematical-
ly present detailed analysis of why or how NDN 
benefits fit in big science and issues that must 
be resolved to improve each advantage, mostly 
inspired by our experience and research.

ndn ArchItecture And PlAtform
ndn ArchItecture

Data fetching is achieved using two kinds of pack-
ets: an Interest packet and a Data packet. To fetch 
data, a consumer puts the unique and hierarchical 
name of the targeted data into an Interest packet, 
and the Interest packet is forwarded to a router 
(or producer) based on the name carried in it. A 
producer or router in the NDN network returns 
data corresponding to the name in the Interest 
packet, with a signature by the producer’s key.

To forward the Interest packet, the NDN rout-
er uses a Pending Interest Table (PIT), a Forward-
ing Information Base (FIB), and a Content Store 
(CS), as shown in Fig. 1. The PIT entries record 
data names in Interest packets that an NDN rout-
er has forwarded but not yet answered, and their 

incoming interfaces. When an Interest packet 
reaches an NDN router, the CS checks wheth-
er the data name carried in the Interest packet 
exists. If so, the router delivers the Data packet 
to the incoming interface of the Interest packet. 
Otherwise, the router checks for the presence of 
a matching PIT entry corresponding to the data 
name. In the case of a lookup hit for the matching 
PIT entry, the router adds the input interface of 
that Interest packet to the PIT entry. In the case of 
a lookup miss in the PIT, the router forwards the 
Interest packet to an outgoing interface based on 
the FIB. In the case of a lookup miss in the FIB, 
the router drops the Interest packet [2].

To forward the Data packet, the NDN router 
uses a PIT and a CS, as shown in Fig. 1. The Data 
packet is delivered to the requesting consumer 
using the PIT that is set up by each Interest packet 
at each hop [2]. The CS is used to temporarily store 
Data packets that the router has accepted in order 
to answer future Interest packets. When a Data 
packet arrives at a router, it looks up the match-
ing PIT entry for the data name. In the case of a 
lookup hit in the PIT, the router multicasts the Data 
packet to all downstream interfaces described in 
the matching PIT entry. It then eliminates that PIT 
entry and stores the Data packet in the CS. In the 
case of a lookup miss for the matching PIT entry, 
the router discards the Data packet.

In Fig. 1, a climate data fetching scenario based 
on Interest and Data packet forwarding in an NDN 
network is shown. Two consumers request the cli-
mate data of interest through the NDN network. 
The Interest and Data packet forwarding proce-
dure is indicated by sequence numbers on the 
Interest and Data packet arrows. NDN routers con-
tain the forwarding prefix (/csu/atmos/) with an 
assigned outgoing face in each FIB, which guides 
the Interest packets to the next hops. Interest/Data 

FIGURE 1. Data fetching scenario using Interest and Data symmetrical forwarding in NDN network.
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packet exchange in reverse directions on the same 
path removes the need for source and destina-
tion addresses, in contrast to the current Internet. 
Consumer 1 fetches the climate data segment of /
csu/atmos/hur_Amon.../v1/s2 from the producer, 
while consumer 2 fetches the climate data seg-
ment of /csu/atmos/hur_Amon.../v1/s1 that has 
been already stored in the CS of the middle NDN 
router. The two data segments are cached by the 
routers on the reverse paths to the consumers that 
requested them. To obtain a large-scale scientific 
data file that consists of many packets, the con-
sumer issues an Interest packet with a sequence 
number (for example, s1 and s2 in Fig. 1), and the 
producer (or router) then returns a Data packet 
corresponding to a sequence number.

common ndn PlAtform
The NDN platform has been improved for NDN 
architecture research and development by NDN 
research communities [2]. The NDN Forwarding 
Daemon (NFD) has been implemented to accom-
plish the Interest and Data packet forwarding 
procedures as a common and main segment of 
the NDN platform. NFD contains the following 
modules: Forwarding, Faces, Tables, Management 
including the Routing Information Base (RIB) man-
agement, and Common Service (ndn-cxx library, 
Core, NFD tools and NDN essential tools).

The Forwarding module implements basic 
packet processing pathways for Interest/Data 
forwarding, which interacts with Faces, Tables, 
and Strategies. It provides a framework to sup-
port different forwarding decisions in the Interest/

Data forwarding procedure. Packet sending and 
receiving occur via a face that is the same as the 
physical network layer. Tables are data structures 
needed for FIB, CS, PIT, and Strategy Choice in 
order to serve modules in the NFD.

The Management module can be classified as 
a set of managers (i.e., FIB, Face, Strategy Choice, 
and Forwarding status managers). Using the FIB 
manager, a user can add or erase FIB entries. The 
RIB management is used for routing information 
registration and management with name prefix-
es that were created by a system administrator 
or individuals. An ndn-cxx library, a Core service, 
NFD tools, and NDN essential tools offer various 
common services shared between NFD modules.

ndn testbed for A bIg scIence APPlIcAtIon
We describe an intercontinental NDN testbed 
for climate modeling science as an example big 
science application. We demonstrate climate 
modeling data fetching, specifically of Coupled 
Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) data 
[12], across continents on the NDN testbed. The 
performance is compared to those of classical 
delivery techniques in a climate modeling appli-
cation in order to verify the need to use NDN 
for a climate science application. The testbed 
represents the first overlay-based intercontinental 
NDN network for big science.

ndn testbed for clImAte scIence APPlIcAtIon
An NDN testbed was established to explore 
name-based climate data delivery across conti-
nents, as shown in Fig. 2. The upper part of the 

FIGURE 2. NDN testbed established between continents for climate modeling application.
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figure presents physical connections for the test-
bed. The GLObal RIng network for advanced 
Applications Development (GLORIAD) research 
network with 10 Gb/s links was used to provide 
direct connections between continents and to 
support a much greater BW than a consumer/
producer speed (1 Gb/s) between them [13]. A 
TCP tunnel between the NDN gateway routers 
on both continents was established to separate 
NDN traffic logically from other traffic in legacy IP 
routers and to support overlay-based NDN com-
munication in the intercontinental network.

In establishing the overlay-based intercontinen-
tal NDN testbed, we attempted to apply TCP and 
UDP in overlay IP networks and first proved that 
NDN over TCP rather than UDP has better per-
formance for large-scale scientific data. TCP in 
the current NDN platform (NDN over TCP) can 
handle large NDN packets through packet frag-
mentation/reassembly, and results in proper per-
formance under overlay connection. UDP in the 
current NDN platform (NDN over UDP) does not 
properly support large NDN packets (more than 
64 kB) yet, and requires an additional function 
of packet fragmentation. Although UDP that has 
no congestion control and packet retransmission 
is suitable for NDN from the aspect of transport 
architecture, we found that UDP for large-scale 
scientific data resulted in unsatisfying throughput 
performance. The loss of a single UDP segment 
that results in the retransmission of a large NDN 
data packet consisting of many UDP segments, 
led to the degraded throughput performance. 
Therefore, we adopted TCP in the overlay-based 
NDN testbed for large-scale scientific data.

Congestion control in NDN is an open 
research area. There are a few proposals, but 
none of them have been completely adopted yet 
as an application in the NDN platform. We first 
attempted to adopt an NDN congestion control 
scheme (i.e., the NDN-Additive Increase and Mul-
tiplicative Decrease (AIMD) algorithm) [14] in the 
overlay-based intercontinental NDN tested for big 
science. In parallel fetching experiments without 
any caching effect, we could improve throughput 
by adopting it in NDN networks.

The lower part of the figure describes the 
NDN testbed in terms of platform architecture. 
The architectures for both a consumer and pro-
ducer are implemented using the NDN platform 
and our NDN-based climate science application 
(i.e., a front-end system for a consumer and a 
back-end system for a producer), as shown in Fig. 
2 [5]. Our NDN-based climate science application 
has differentiated features for providing NDN-
based metadata information for climate data files 
and an exceptional name conversion rule for 
erroneous CMIP5 files, compared to the previ-
ous works of [3–4] on NDN-based application 
design for big science. The previous works mainly 
had the strength of federating of distributed cata-
log systems that manage NDN names in order to 
increase the speed of discovery of desired data. 
The architecture for a router can be implemented 
using only the NDN platform.

Application Systems for Consumers and Pro-
ducers: For consumers, NDN.JS and a Firefox add-
on (i.e., the open sources developed by the NDN 
community) are used to support NDN-based data 
searching and fetching using a conventional web 

FIGURE 3. User interface and name translation procedure in NDN-based climate 
science application: a) user interface for data searching and metadata 
browsing for consumer; b) user interface for data fetching for consumer; c) 
NDN name translation procedure.
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browser. For producers, we improved repo-ng 
(the open-source NDN repository developed by 
the NDN community) to establish an NDN repos-
itory with functions needed for climate science. 
We developed and improved an NDN-based cli-
mate science application for both consumers and 
producers [5].

Using the front-end system, consumers search 
potential CMIP5 files and fetch the desired file 
with the data name contained in an Interest pack-
et from the NDN testbed. Using the back-end sys-
tem, producers publish unique NDN data by first 
converting a flat CMIP file name to a hierarchical 
NDN name. They then establish a repository to 
store and manage original CMIP5 files and their 
NDN name lists and metadata sets.

Design Concept for NDN-Based Climate Sci-
ence Application: The main design concept for 
our NDN-based climate modeling application is 
focused on two features. First, the front-end and 
back-end systems are designed to support NDN-
based searching/fetching of CMIP5 files using 
name-based data management and publication. 
Second, users do not need to be concerned 
about an underlying network architecture (NDN 
or traditional IP network) while they are interested 
in user interfaces for data searching and fetching, 
and those follow the existing climate modeling 
application workflow (i.e., the ESGF system [12]). 
Brief overviews of the front-end and back-end sys-
tems follow.

Front-End System for Consumers: The front-
end system consists of:
• A Front-end NDN Engine (FNE) that processes 

search results returned from the NDN pro-
ducer application after requesting an Interest 
packet to search potential CMIP5 files.

• A user interface that allows web-based 
access to the NDN testbed and supports cli-
mate modeling data searching and fetching 
based on an NDN name [5].
After an Interest packet to search potential 

CMIP5 files is sent by a consumer, the FNE then 
receives datasets that include NDN name lists and 
their corresponding metadata sets, which are the 
detailed descriptions of real climate data files and 
are used to determine which data files are neces-
sary. The FNE next separates individual pairs of 
an NDN name and its metadata information from 
each received dataset.

The FNE reconstructs the received NDN name 
to an original CMIP5 file name in order to let a 
user know the complete CMIP5 data file name. 
The FNE then inserts the retrieved CMIP5 file name 
lists into the browser. This enables the user to 
select and fetch the desired CMIP5 files. The FNE 
is also used for metadata browsing: when a user 
selects a desired file name in a web browser, the 
FNE extracts metadata information corresponding 
to the name and launches it in the web browser. 
Metadata browsing is a function needed to provide 
users with metadata for climate data files.

In addition, the FNE attaches sequence num-
bers to the end of NDN names, and consequently 
the NDN name with a sequence number in an 
Interest packet is carried into the NDN testbed.

All CMIP5 file names found by a search Inter-
est packet are indicated in the UI screenshot, as 
shown in Fig. 3a. To provide more detailed infor-
mation for a CMIP5 file, the metadata for the file 

is shown, which is a differentiated user-friendly 
function compared to previously introduced appli-
cation systems [3-4]. Their UI had the strength 
of name auto-completion in the search box as a 
user-friendly function. To fetch a desired CMIP5 
file, Interest packets with sequence numbers are 
carried into the NDN testbed. A producer or rout-
er sequentially returns a set of segmented data 
packets that correspond to the CMIP5 file’s NDN 
name to the requesting consumer. The UI screen-
shot for fetching a desired CMIP5 file is shown in 
Fig. 3b. Application systems for consumers can 
be implemented in a proxy server so that classical 
IP hosts interact with the proxy for NDN-based 
searching/fetching and the proxy communicates 
with NDN networks.

Back-End System for Producers: The back-end 
system consists of an NDN name translator/meta-
data manager, an NDN repository composed of a 
data container and a name/metadata container, 
and an NDN producer application [5]. The back-
end system basically follows the conventional 
ESGF workflow [12], which returns the searched 
file name lists and corresponding metadata sets 
and transfers a desired climate data file by user 
request.

The name translator converts the original 
CMIP5 file name to a hierarchical NDN name for-
mat for all climate data files, as shown in Fig. 3c. It 
allows for an exceptional conversion rule for erro-
neous CMIP5 files, while the previous works of 
[3–4] addressed a translator to convert CMIP5 file 
names without any exceptional conversion rule. 
Converted NDN names and their metadata sets 
as well as original CMIP5 files are stored in the 
NDN repository in order to provide more detailed 
information for CMIP5 files. The syntax of the 
original CMIP5 file name follows the Data Ref-
erence Syntax (DRS) standardized by ESGF [12]. 
The metadata manager extracts the metadata sets 
from each CMIP5 file and manages them in order 
to provide detailed information for CMIP5 files.

The NDN repository is used to contain CMIP5 
files and their datasets and allows for data-centric 
access and file fetching. The NDN repository is 
divided into two parts: a data container to store 
CMIP5 files and to support data fetching, and 
a name/metadata container to store converted 
NDN names and their metadata sets separately.

The NDN producer application processes Inter-
est packets issued by consumers. When receiv-
ing an Interest packet carried to search potential 
CMIP5 files, the NDN producer application 
attempts to identify the data name in the Interest 
packet among NDN name lists in the name/meta-
data container. In the case of a lookup hit, the cor-
responding NDN names and their metadata sets 
are returned to the requesting consumer.

When the back-end system starts, it parses 
all of the original CMIP5 file name attributes to 
obtain and produce NDN name components. 
During name translation, several components that 
cannot be acquired from the original name such 

The NDN repository is divided into two parts: a data container to store CMIP5 files and to support  
data fetching, and a name/metadata container to store converted NDN names and their  

metadata sets separately.
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as the product value can be obtained from its 
metadata information. As a result, the back-end 
system prepares all name components that are 
required to convert an original CMIP5 data file 
name to an NDN name. Consequently, it produc-
es hierarchical NDN names using the required 
name components.

demonstrAtIon of clImAte modelIng dAtA delIvery 
bAsed on the ndn testbed

The ESGF was constructed to distribute and man-
age efficiently climate modeling data in global 
networks [12]. Its architecture is based on a peer-
to-peer federated infrastructure for data manage-
ment in current IP networks. It provides users with 
easy access to distributed climate data centers. 
Owing to its end-to-end transport control mech-
anism in the current Internet, it faces potential 
problems of high latency and corrupted ratios [5].

Through first performance comparisons of 
classic delivery techniques (the ESGF system and 
FTP/HTTP) and NDN-based climate modeling 
CMIP5 data delivery in serial fetching experi-
ments, we confirm the throughput improvement 
owing to in-network caching and name-based 
symmetrical forwarding in our NDN testbed for 
climate science. These are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, 
which justify the need to use NDN for disseminat-
ing large-scale climate data in an intercontinental 
network. In both figures, the effect of pipeline size 
and packet size on throughput is explored in the 
overlay-based NDN network for climate science.

Without TCP tuning on the NDN gateway 
routers, we attempt to investigate an optimum 
pipeline size in the consumer, in order to fetch 
a climate science CMIP5 file with the highest 
throughput. The pipeline size is the number of 

Interest packets that a consumer can successively 
send without waiting for responding Data pack-
ets [6]. Figure 4a shows throughputs measured 
for different pipeline sizes as a function of pack-
et size (i.e., data granularity). Throughput results 
were based on both remote data retrieval from 
the producer with a 1-Gb/s interface to the one 
consumer and local data fetching from caches 
to the other consumers in the testbed. A 4-GB 
CMIP5 file (i.e., cl\_Amon\_CESM1-CAM5\_
rcp60\_r1i1p1\_205001 210012.nc) was fetched 
by four consumers in serial order. As the packet 
size increased, the throughput increased accord-
ingly. This was due to the reduction of the sign-
ing/verification cost. For the climate modeling 
application, the throughput no longer improved 
after a pipeline size greater than 6. Each through-
put result owing to fetching from the remote pro-
ducer and local distributed caches is shown in Fig. 
4b and 4c, respectively.

With the optimum pipeline size of 6, as shown 
in Fig. 4a, the same CMIP5 file was sequentially 
fetched by the consumers across the NDN test-
bed without caching. The NDN throughput with-
out caching improved with increasing packet size 
and saturated at 140 Mb/s over the 1.5-MB pack-
et size, as shown in Fig. 4d. Using classic delivery 
techniques (HTTP and FTP), the identical CMIP5 
file was consecutively fetched by the consumers 
along the NDN testbed routing path. HTTP-based 
and FTP-based deliveries had throughputs of 
140–150 Mb/s with a fixed packet size of 1.5 kB. 
Finally, the same file at the NCAR node (i.e., the 
National Center for Atmospheric Research node, 
which is the closest ESGF data center node from 
the producer) in the state of Colorado (USA) was 
fetched by the consumers along the routing path 

FIGURE 4. Throughput measured as a function of packet size (in case of no TCP tuning): a) for NDN-based delivery with different pipe-
line sizes; b) for fetching from remote producer with different pipeline sizes; c) for fetching from local distributed caches with differ-
ent pipeline sizes; d) for NDN-based delivery and HTTP/FTP/ESGF-based delivery techniques.
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configured for the ESGF infrastructure. Delivery 
using HTTP in the ESGF system resulted in the 
lowest throughput (i.e., 100 Mb/s) with a fixed 
packet size of 1.5 kB. For the NDN-based deliv-
ery with caching, intelligent data retrieval from 
the distributed caches in local intermediate NDN 
routers leveraged approximately 4.5–6.5 times the 
throughput improvement over the 1.5-MB packet 
size compared to conventional delivery techniques 
(FTP/HTTP/ESGF), as shown in Fig. 4d.

The principle of location-independent data 
access in NDN leveraged the reduction of 
redundant traffic in the network, which resulted 
in changing traffic flow patterns in the network. 
For the NDN-based delivery without caching and 
HTTP/FTP-based deliveries from the remote data 
source, lower end-to-end throughputs (i.e., 140–
150 Mb/s) compared to the data source speed 
of 1 Gb/s derived from transport control between 
the gateway routers without TCP tuning.

With TCP tuning on the NDN gateway rout-
ers, the throughput of NDN-based delivery sat-
urated at 900 Mb/s over a pipeline size of 20 
and a packet size of 3 MB, as shown in Fig. 5a. 
With the optimum pipeline size of 20, as shown 
in Fig. 5a, the same CMIP5 file was sequential-
ly fetched by the consumers across the NDN 
testbed without caching. The NDN throughput 
without caching improved with increasing packet 
size and saturated at 850 Mb/s over the 3-MB 
packet size, as shown in Fig. 5b. Using classic 
delivery techniques (HTTP and FTP), the iden-
tical CMIP5 file was consecutively fetched by 
the consumers along the NDN testbed routing 
path. HTTP-based and FTP-based deliveries had 
a saturated throughput of 850 Mb/s with a fixed 
packet size of 1.5 kB, as shown in Fig. 5b. For 
the NDN-based delivery with caching, intelligent 
data retrieval from the local distributed caches 
leveraged approximately 40 Mb/s the through-
put improvement over the 3-MB packet size 
compared to classic delivery techniques (FTP/
HTTP), as shown in Fig. 5b.

To explore the NDN caching effect on latency, 
first we attempted to measure the average latency 
per packet, which is needed for fetching a climate 
data file (4 GB) sequentially by four consumers in 
the established testbed. The average latency per 
packet for NDN-based delivery with caching is 
derived from the latency per packet on fetching 
from the remote producer by one consumer and 
fetching from locally distributed caches by the 

other three consumers. The average latency per 
packet for other delivery techniques reflects the 
delivery from the remote producer only. Figures 
6a and 6b show the average latency per packet 
measured as a function of packet size for NDN-
based delivery and classic delivery techniques 
(HTTP and FTP) for cases with and without TCP 
tuning, respectively.

For a larger NDN packet arrival, a consumer 
needs to wait for the arrivals of more fragment-
ed MTU packets in the overlay-based NDN net-
work (e.g., for a 1-MB NDN packet, a consumer 
will wait for the arrivals of all fragmented MTU 
packets of which it consists). Therefore, the aver-
age latency per packet for NDN-based delivery in 
both figures accordingly increased as the packet 
size increased. NDN-based delivery with caching 
for the no TCP tuning case resulted in the smallest 
latency on the optimum packet size of 1.5 MB 
depicted in Fig. 4a, while that for the TCP tuning 
case resulted in nearly the same latency as those 
of HTTP and FTP on the optimum packet size of 
3 MB depicted in Fig. 5a. The average latency 
per packet for both HTTP and FTP with a much 
smaller packet size was dominantly derived from 
the propagation delay. Big science applications 
dealing with large-scale scientific data are loss-sen-
sitive. They focus on fetching scientific data files 
fast without packet loss.

Second, we attempted to measure the aver-
age user latency for NDN-based delivery and 
classic delivery techniques, which means the 
average delivery time required to serially fetch 
a climate data file of 4 GB by four consumers 
in the testbed. The TCP tuning case resulted in 
much better user latency improvements for all 
delivery techniques compared to the no TCP 
tuning case, as shown in Figs. 6c and 6d. For 
both cases, better delivery times for NDN-based 
delivery with caching could be achieved because 
duplicated data file requests could be satisfied 
from local caches.

The delivery time from the remote producer 
for all delivery techniques with TCP tuning was 
much shorter than that of the no TCP tuning case. 
This led to a much smaller user latency improve-
ment due to caching in NDN for the TCP tuning 
case compared to the no TCP tuning case.

With TCP tuning to allow for larger dynamic 
window sizes in the IP network, better end-to-end 
throughputs could be achieved due to through-
put improvement in the IP network of the over-

FIGURE 5. Throughput measured as a function of packet size (in case of TCP tuning): a) for NDN-based delivery with different pipeline 
sizes; b) for NDN-based delivery and HTTP/FTP-based deliveries.
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lay-based NDN network. Significant end-to-end 
throughput improvement due to TCP tuning for 
all delivery techniques led to smaller performance 
improvements between NDN-based delivery with 
caching and classic delivery techniques compared 
to the case without TCP tuning. We first explored 
the NDN caching effect on the average latency 
per packet and the user latency in the testbed 
for climate science data. Intelligent data retriev-
al from locally distributed caches led to latency 
improvement for both NDN with no TCP tuning 
and NDN with TCP tuning.

ndn benefIts And Issues for bIg scIence
We address detailed analysis of why or how NDN 
benefits fit in big science, and issues that must 
be resolved to improve each advantage, mostly 
inspired by our experience and research.

cAchIng
The NDN router temporally stores data chunks 
and returns them to the requesting consumer 
when it has contents to satisfy Interest packets in 
the CS. Using this function, NDN can substantially 
reduce overall traffic volume and user latency in 
the network. In-network caching is known to be 
more efficient for static rather than dynamic con-
tent such as video streaming or voice [5]. Large-
scale scientific data such as CMIP5 data in climate 
science and Large Hadron Collider (LHC) data 
in HEP is relatively static. They are thus expected 
to perform well in terms of cache hit ratio and 
utilization [5, 7]. The impact improves delivery 
time and throughput, which increases the data 
access speed to permanent storage, with the help 
of saved bandwidth and changed data transfer 
patterns in networks.

Where and how to cache and manage large-
scale scientific data in distributed memories with 
limited size forms a variety of research issues [8, 
15]. Among these issues, a simulation study that 
showed the caching and aggregation effects on 
NDN for large-scale climate data was present-
ed [8]. The study manifested the dependence of 
cache size on traffic volume and traffic patterns. 
One result in the work shows that even a 1 GB 
cache size in edge NDN nodes can provide a 
significant reduction in server hits and network 
traffic. Since cache size depended on the traffic 
volume and traffic pattern, the results for the opti-
mal cache size were different in different week 
traces [8].

It is already known that the content popularity 
distribution follows a Zipf-like distribution [8]. The 
a parameter of the Zipf law determines the skew-
ness of distribution and is related to the user’s 
request behavior. A higher value of a determines 
that the requests are more concentrated on a spe-
cific content, which means some specific content 
is more popular. Different applications have differ-
ent skewness values depending on the nature of 
the application. For a climate science application, 
a skewness parameter value of a = 1.15 best fits 
the user request pattern [8].

To prove another new factor that affects cache 
size, we simulated cache hit ratio as a function 
of cache size for different numbers of climate 
data files (catalog size) at the producer in our 
NDN testbed, as shown in Fig. 7a. We had 10 
consumers requesting five files of size 1 GB, 
1.1 GB, 1.2 GB, 1.3 GB, and 1.4 GB (catalog 
size: five files) at the producer, and two files 
of s ize 1.2 GB and 1.3 GB (catalog size: two 
files), respectively. A cache at the NDN gateway 

FIGURE 6. Latency measured as a function of packet size for NDN-based delivery and classical delivery techniques: a) average latency 
per packet for no TCP tuning case; b) average latency per packet for TCP tuning case; c) average user latency (delivery time) for 
no TCP tuning case; d) average user latency (delivery time) for TCP tuning case.
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router for the consumers and a skewness param-
eter value of a = 1.15 were considered. Figure 
7a shows that the cache hit ratio is saturated at a 
smaller cache size for a catalog size of two files, 
while it is saturated at a larger cache size for a 
catalog size of five files. The increased cache size 
for larger catalog size was owing to relatively var-
ious contents in a higher number of files and a 
larger volume at the producer.

In Figs. 7b and 7c, we first attempt to explore 
how the caching performance in NDN scales with 
the number of consumers and requested data 
files. All of the files are of the same size of 1.3 GB 
(i.e., the most dominant size in CMIP5 climate 
data files) and range from 10 files to 40 files. We 
also vary the number of consumers from 10 to 30 
to investigate its effect on cache hit ratio. The size 
of the cache at the NDN gateway router for con-
sumers is fixed throughout the simulation (40,000 
chunks).

In Fig. 7b, the cache hit ratio increased as 
the number of consumers increased, because 
increasing the number of consumers increases the 
probability of requesting the same file by more 
consumers. Thus, the cache hit ratio increases. In 
Fig. 7c, increasing the number of requested files 
decreases the probability of requesting the same 
file by consumers. The contents in the cache were 
replaced very quickly, which results in a reduction 
of the cache hit ratio.

The cache replacement policy was also a new 
factor that affected cache size. Least Frequently 
Used (LFU), which considers the content popu-
larity, guarantees the highest cache hit ratio with 
the smallest cache size, compared to other well 
known cache replacement policies, that is, Least 
Recently Used (LRU), FIFO, and Random.

nAmed dAtA-drIven
Big science applications, including climate science 
and HEP, are known to be highly data-driven [4, 
7, 12]. In the current climate modeling applica-
tion that uses the ESGF system, a content owner’s 
location is a major factor. The system should man-
age information of data center locations as well 
as CMIP5 file names [5]. The named data-driven 
NDN requires content name information only and 
is thus expected to serve big science applications 
more efficiently by using location-independent 
data access.

Each application should be able to support a 
hierarchical naming rule in order to leverage the 
name-based forwarding mechanism of NDN. The 
climate research community provides a well-struc-
tured naming syntax, the Data Reference Syntax 
(DRS), to manage efficiently distributed large-
scale data with globally flat/unique names [12]. In 
addition, the HEP research community currently 
supports flat/unique names for all LHC data.

An NDN-based application should be designed 
for consumers and producers, in order to sup-
port name-based data searching/fetching and to 
convert flat/unique names to hierarchical/unique 
ones. The HEP community is currently developing 
an NDN-based application following the work-
flow of the Xrootd system (i.e., a data distribution 
and management system developed by the HEP 
community) [3, 7].

For continually increasing scientific data, the 
effort to speed up discovery of a target data name 
is a crucial issue. Federating distributed catalog 
systems that store and manage NDN names can 
be an alternative to increasing the speed of dis-
covery of desired data in multiple domains [3]. 
Each catalog process is simply configured with 

FIGURE 7. Cache hit ratio (a = 1.15): a) as a function of cache size for different numbers of files (catalog size) at producer [traffic load (r) 
= 0.575]; b) as a function of number of consumers for different numbers of requested files; c) as a function of number of requested 
files for different numbers of consumers.
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the naming schema for the community it wishes 
to support. Multiple catalogs can even coexist on 
the same hardware [3].

securIty
Large-scale scientific data volumes and complexity 
are continually increasing in data centers. Security 
for scientific data itself is essentially needed for 
big science. In NDN, security is not focused on 
communication channels (i.e., hosts/servers) but 
on the content data itself [2]. NDN provides secu-
rity for each large-scale scientific data with the 
help of publisher signatures. This mitigates existing 
DDoS attacks for a specific source from malicious 
users because it contains no information about its 
location.

Recently, the Interest flooding attack that 
targets specific content in NDN (which is simi-
lar to a DDoS attack in the current Internet) was 
addressed [16]. In the case of flooding the net-
work with interests for a denial of service attack in 
NDN, only one interest hits the server for a partic-
ular content name, while the remaining interests 
are aggregated at intermediate routers and are 
unable to inundate the content producer (server). 
Likewise, the following interests for the same con-
tent would be satisfied by the in-network cache, 
making NDN more resistant to such types of deni-
al of service attacks, whereas legacy IP-based big 
science networks consisting of numerous con-
nected sites are prone to denial of service attacks 
with lots of scenarios. In short, Interest aggrega-
tion and in-network caching make NDN resistant 
to many scenarios of interest flooding attacks, 
thus significantly narrowing the number of inter-
est flooding attack scenarios. This feature justifies 
why we have to establish NDN-based big science 
networks with more reliability and robustness for 
denial of service attacks, instead of classic net-
works.

The only effective and possible Interest flood-
ing attack scenario in NDN is to send a flood of 
interests each with different non-existing random 
or dynamic content names to a victim namespace 
from a different location. Each interest will create 
a new PIT entry resulting in PIT exhaustion at rout-
ers, thus causing a denial of service for legitimate 
interests. Several techniques in the literature to 
mitigate this type of Interest flooding attack have 
been introduced [16].

forWArdIng
NDN forwarding essentially allows multicasting 
from an intermediate router rather than a produc-
er for multiple requests of popular scientific data. 
This prevents data explosion resulting from redun-
dant large-scale scientific data traffic in whole net-
works.

Large-scale scientific data should be segment-
ed into an optimum data size (i.e., data granularity 
or packet size) by the NDN producer and trans-
ferred to NDN networks. When a data size over 
1.5 kB is applied to an overlay-based NDN net-

work, fragmentation to MTU size (1.5 kB) for the 
IP network and reassembly to a controlled data 
size for NDN networks occur at the NDN gate-
way routers in the overlay-based NDN network. 
An application can use an optimum data size in 
NDN networks, in addition to having MTU size 
constraint in IP networks only.

An optimum pipeline size should be deter-
mined by the NDN consumer. Optimum pipeline 
size was dependent on the achievable through-
put in an overlay-based NDN network. To obtain 
better throughput, controlling the data size and 
pipeline size is an issue in forwarding large-scale 
scientific data in NDN networks of an over-
lay-based NDN network.

The procedures depicted in Figs. 4a and 5a 
can be used to determine an optimum pipeline 
size and an optimum packet size for other big 
science applications. For congestion cases in a 
network, dynamic control of pipeline size by an 
NDN congestion control scheme can be more 
beneficial to obtain better throughput. The investi-
gation of an analytic model for the optimum pipe-
line size is required to reduce controlling costs in 
the overlay-based NDN network for large-scale 
scientific data.

The NFD performance in the NDN platform 
must be further improved to support greater 
bandwidth (e.g., 10 Gb/s) [4]. Distributing the 
load on a single producer and reducing the user 
latency on fetching large-scale scientific data are 
required. A forwarding strategy in many replica 
data producers that guarantees the nearest laten-
cy path from a consumer to a data producer and 
forwards the Interest packet to the nearest pro-
ducer has been addressed [8]. Dynamic forward-
ing and caching using the Virtual Interest Packet 
(VIP) can be supported for load balancing in mul-
tiple domains [15].

mobIlIty
NDN originally guarantees consumer-side mobil-
ity because the nature of its communication is 
data-centric rather than host-centric, as in the cur-
rent Internet [17]. For consumer-side mobility, a 
mobile consumer reissues an Interest packet to 
the NDN network and can continually retrieve 
desirable large-scale scientific data.

If a future data production workflow enables 
mobile data sources to create large-scale scientific 
data directly with potential data sensing, comput-
ing, or processing abilities, data source movement 
events can occur. In such a case, a robust and 
seamless producer mobility scheme in NDN is 
required to support such a challenging producer 
mobility scenario in big science. The work of [17] 
suggests mobility schemes that can be supported 
for such a challenging producer mobility scenario.

no PercePtIble trAnsPort
Low end-to-end throughput for a source speed 
frequently occurs as a result of the end-to-end 
transport control mechanism in classic networks. 
When fetching large-scale scientific data across 
the intercontinental NDN over TCP networks, a 
significantly improved end-to-end throughput can 
be achieved with TCP tuning on the gateway rout-
ers. NDN routers manage the Interest forward-
ing rate in a hop-by-hop manner such that NDN 
removes the dependency on the end hosts to 

NDN provides security for each large-scale scientific data with the help of publisher signatures.  
This mitigates existing DDoS attacks for a specific source from malicious users because it contains  

no information about its location.
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accomplish transport control [2, 18]. No percep-
tible transport in NDN is expected to result in an 
improved end-to-end throughput for large-scale 
scientific data compared to classic networks, if the 
NDN platform becomes more mature.

The NDN congestion control mechanisms can 
be divided into three categories: receiver-driven, 
hop-by-hop control, and hybrid [14, 18]. NDN 
congestion control algorithms in them are still 
evolving. For the hop-by-hop based congestion 
control, Nack packets (Duplicate, No data, and 
Congestion) are used to inform downstream 
NDN nodes of status information on an upstream 
NDN node [14, 18]. In case a downstream node 
receives a Nack-Congestion, the downstream 
node/consumer reduces its Interest rate using 
the AIMD algorithm. When a downstream node 
receives a Data packet, the downstream node/
consumer increases its Interest rate using the 
AIMD algorithm [14, 18]. NDN-AIMD adopt-
ed in our testbed could work well together with 
TCP to improve throughput under congestion 
situations in parallel fetching experiments, even 
though an overlap between the two congestion 
control logics was created. NDN congestion 
control schemes have been mostly designed for 
pure NDN networks. A practical NDN congestion 
control scheme to consider overlay links together 
should be joined to transfer large-scale scientific 
data more rapidly across overlay-based NDN net-
works in a global network [14].

NDN over UDP for large-scale scientific data 
did not guarantee good performance. To obtain 
a satisfactory throughput through NDN over UDP 
for large-scale scientific data, a large NDN pack-
et is also needed. The loss of a single UDP seg-
ment led to the retransmission of a large NDN 
data packet consisting of many UDP segments. 
This resulted in poor performance in NDN over 
UDP delivery. In order to overcome the existing 
problem in UDP for large-scale scientific data, 
an application needs to be intelligent to achieve 
an acceptable throughput by supporting a con-
gestion control mechanism. The work of [19] 
suggests UDP congestion control schemes in 
applications.

conclusIon
To offer complete insight into accelerating NDN 
construction without pitfalls in big-science appli-
cations, we established an overlay-based inter-
continental NDN testbed for climate science. 
NDN-based climate science application design 
was essential to support name-based climate 
data searching/fetching. Our application had dif-
ferentiated features compared to those of pre-
vious works, mainly with regard to name-based 
user-friendly searching. Our testbed represented 
the first overlay-based intercontinental NDN net-
work for big science. The local distributed cach-
ing in NDN-based delivery resulted in throughput 
improvement compared to classic delivery tech-
niques. TCP tuning led to a better end-to-end 
throughput in the overlay-based NDN network, 
due to the allowance of larger dynamic win-
dow size in the IP network. Lastly, we addressed 
detailed analysis of why or how NDN benefits fit 
in big science, and issues required for improving 
each advantage. Based on various experiments 
in the testbed and detailed analysis of why or 

how NDN benefits fit in big science, we exten-
sively verified the justification of using NDN for 
large-scale scientific data in an intercontinental 
network. Intelligent UDP congestion control in 
the application is required to fetch large-scale sci-
entific data through the NDN over UDP.
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